
National MEP 2022 
Economic Impacts

For every $1 dollar invested by the 
Federal Government in FY 2022

MEP National MEP Network MFG 
generated revenues

$35.80 in new sales 

And 

     $40.50 manufactures re-investment in 
their business

 This translates into more than 

 $5.6 billion in national MFG Sales!



Best of Manufacturing

Lean Practices



New Mexico Small Business Assistants Program, 
NMSBA,  Funds-Research, Technical Assistance, 

Development,  & Continuous Process Improvement 
Programs

“In a Nut Shell”

Sandia and Los Alamosa National Labs:
The Labs provide Technical Assistants for a Challenge by-Accessing 

Scientists, Engineers and Mathematicians for solving MFG provides

NM State Universities:
Provide research and data collecting opportunities utilizing graduate 

students for MFG requests on growth, products, materials and sales.

NM MEP:
MEP focuses on Continuous Process Improvement via workshops, 

projects, assessments, resources, information and networking 

opportunities for manufacturers profit, growth, standards and 

quality.



Here’s how some of our  Northwestern NM  

area manufactures are benefiting 

from their NM MEP partnership

Now Global Hitachi

“Denise is a part of our team. She 

helps us move forward and makes 

changes for Henry Production by 

involving all stakeholders.”

 

“Our first four years of partnership with NM 

MEP, Jack’s Plastic Welding has doubled our 

profits.” This happened because of internal 

standards and consistence MFG quality.

                           

“Workforce is the 

key to success and 

NM MEP works 

with individuals as 

well as a group of 

employees to 

redesign training, 

work areas and 

communication 

processes.”

 

In the last five years, we’ve put in an operating system that runs 

the whole business. Investments were made in new machinery, 

and we have relied on NM MEP for research and expertise. In 2021, 

we purchased a Computer Measurement Machine “used to certify 

sophisticated components” to expand revenue streams into newer 

industries such as aerospace. We located the machine, and MEP 

helped us with the purchase. With knowledge gleaned from NM 

MEP, the machine shop obtained a good price, a longer warranty, 

and manuals. 



New Mexico
Virtual 

NM MEP 
Manufacturing

Day

October 10, 2023 
For more information

https://newmexicomep.org/

mfgday/mfgday-2023-

greater-northwest-region/

Denise Williams   denisew@newmexicomep.org         505-860-9961                  

 SJ College-QCB   5101 College Blvd, Suite 5044 Farmington, NM 87401 

 www.newmexicomep.org

Greater 

Northwestern

In New Mexico, it’s a month -long spotlight on New 

Mexico-made products and the 30,000 New Mexicans 

working in the manufacturing industry. 

It ’s an opportunity to enhance public knowledge about 

the economic impact of manufacturing in our state, 

highlighting resources, and introducing students to 

careers in manufacturing.

Celebrated every October, events include tours of 

manufacturing facil it ies and presentations that 

demonstrate the vast range of products made in New 

Mexico. Most events are open to the public.

Manufacturing Day Is A National Initiative That 

Puts A Spotlight On Manufacturing 
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